DASSAULT FALCON 2000LXS JOINS TAG MALTA’S
GROWING AOC
News / Business aviation

TAG Malta is pleased to announce the addition of a new Falcon 2000LXS to its growing fleet
of managed aircraft, offering clients greater flexibility and cost-effective executive travel to
a wide range of destinations.
The luxuriously appointed, wide-body, business jet will be based between Geneva and
Cairo and is fully available for charter from the end of October.
“We are delighted to welcome the outstandingly versatile Dassault Falcon 2000LXS to the
charter fleet which will open up exciting new opportunities for TAG Malta”, said Florent
Sériès, Vice President Sales and Marketing, TAG Aviation Europe. “This super- midsize
twinjet is the third factory-new aircraft to join our Maltese AOC this year and is a great
example of our continuing fleet expansion and ongoing commitment to meet the private
aviation needs of our customers.”
The Falcon 2000LXS boasts a state-of-the-art equipped cabin, with spacious seating for up
to 10 passengers. Thanks to the aircraft’s supreme agility and optimised aerodynamics, the
powerful jet can climb faster than any other in its class, with the capability of flying 4,000
nm
(7,410km). High-mach blended winglets further enhance the jets exceptional1
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performance and range, enabling impressive capabilities, even on shorter runway
approaches and landings.
Featuring forward-thinking acoustics, Wi-Fi connectivity and intuitive cabin management,
passengers can choose to be connected throughout their journey or simply relax and unwind with
Dassault’s complete in-flight information and entertainment system. The Falcon 2000LXS is the
most advanced and versatile of its series and represents a truly unbeatable balance of exceptional
performance and economy. Customers interested in booking charters aboard the Falcon 2000LXS
should contact TAG Aviation Charter Services for full details of availability and charter prices.
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